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QUESTION 1

A company needs to create a daily Amazon Machine Image (AMI) of an existing Amazon Linux EC2 instance that hosts
the operating system, application, and database on multiple attached Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS)
volumes. File system integrity must be maintained. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Create an AWS Lambda function to call the CreateImage API operation with the EC2 instance ID and the no-reboot
parameter enabled. Create a daily scheduled Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule that invokes the
function. 

B. Create an AWS Lambda function to call the CreateImage API operation with the EC2 instance ID and the reboot
parameter enabled. Create a daily scheduled Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule that invokes the
function. 

C. Use AWS Backup to create a backup plan with a backup rule that runs daily. Assign the resource ID of the EC2
instance with the no-reboot parameter enabled. 

D. Use AWS Backup to create a backup plan with a backup rule that runs daily. Assign the resource ID of the EC2
instance with the reboot parameter enabled. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/WindowsGuide/Creating_EBSbacked_WinA MI.html "NoReboot By
default, Amazon EC2 attempts to shut down and reboot the instance before creating the image. If the No Reboot option
is set, Amazon EC2 doesn\\'t shut down the instance before creating the image. When this option is used, file system
integrity on the created image can\\'t be guaranteed." Besides, we can use AWS EventBridge to invoke Lambda function
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/APIReference/API_CreateImage.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has a VPC with public and private subnets. An Amazon EC2 based application resides in the private
subnets and needs to process raw .csv files stored in an Amazon S3 bucket. A SysOps administrator has set up the
correct IAM role with the required permissions for the application to access the S3 bucket, but the application is unable
to communicate with the S3 bucket. 

Which action will solve this problem while adhering to least privilege access? 

A. Add a bucket policy to the S3 bucket permitting access from the IAM role. 

B. Attach an S3 gateway endpoint to the VPC. Configure the route table for the private subnet. 

C. Configure the route table to allow the instances on the private subnet access through the internet gateway. 

D. Create a NAT gateway in a private subnet and configure the route table for the private subnets. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: Technology to use is a VPC endpoint - "A VPC endpoint enables private connections between your VPC
and supported AWS services and VPC endpoint services powered by AWS PrivateLink. AWS PrivateLink is a
technology that enables you to privately access services by using private IP addresses. Traffic between your VPC and
the other service does not leave the Amazon network." S3 is an example of a gateway endpoint. We want to see
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services in AWS while not leaving the VPC. 

 

QUESTION 3

A company runs several workloads on AWS. The company identifies five AWS Trusted Advisor service quota metrics to
monitor in a specific AWS Region. The company wants to receive email notification each time resource usage exceeds
60% of one of the service quotas. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Create five Amazon CloudWatch alarms, one for each Trusted Advisor service quota metric. Configure an Amazon
Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) topic for email notification each time that usage exceeds 60% of one of the
service quotas. 

B. Create five Amazon CloudWatch alarms, one for each Trusted Advisor service quota metric. Configure an Amazon
Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) queue for email notification each time that usage exceeds 60% of one of the
service quotas. 

C. Use the AWS Service Health Dashboard to monitor each Trusted Advisor service quota metric. Configure an Amazon
Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) queue for email notification each time that usage exceeds 60% of one of the
service quotas. 

D. Use the AWS Service Health Dashboard to monitor each Trusted Advisor service quota metric. Configure an Amazon
Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) topic for email notification each time that usage exceeds 60% of one of the
service quotas. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: CloudWatch alarms allow you to monitor AWS resources, and you can configure an SNS topic to send an
email notification each time one of the alarms is triggered. This will ensure that the company receives email notifications
each time one of the service quotas is exceeded, allowing the company to take action as needed. 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has an internal web application that runs on Amazon EC2 instances behind an Application Load Balancer.
The instances run in an Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling group in a single Availability Zone. A SysOps administrator must
make the application highly available. 

Which action should the SysOps administrator take to meet this requirement? 

A. Increase the maximum number of instances in the Auto Scaling group to meet the capacity that is required at peak
usage. 

B. Increase the minimum number of instances in the Auto Scaling group to meet the capacity that is required at peak
usage. 

C. Update the Auto Scaling group to launch new instances in a second Availability Zone in the same AWS Region. 

D. Update the Auto Scaling group to launch new instances in an Availability Zone in a second AWS Region. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: "An Auto Scaling group can contain EC2 instances in one or more Availability Zones within the same
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Region. However, Auto Scaling groups cannot span multiple Regions". As stated in
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/ec2/userguide/auto-scaling-benefits.htm 

 

QUESTION 5

A SysOps administrator has successfully deployed a VPC with an AWS Cloud Formation template The SysOps
administrator wants to deploy me same template across multiple accounts that are managed through AWS
Organizations. Which solution will meet this requirement with the LEAST operational overhead? 

A. Assume the OrganizationAccountAcccssKolc IAM role from the management account. Deploy the template in each of
the accounts 

B. Create an AWS Lambda function to assume a role in each account Deploy the template by using the AWS
CloudFormation CreateStack API call 

C. Create an AWS Lambda function to query fc a list of accounts Deploy the template by using the AWS Cloudformation
CreateStack API call. 

D. Use AWS CloudFormation StackSets from the management account to deploy the template in each of the accounts 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: AWS CloudFormation StackSets extends the capability of stacks by enabling you to create, update, or
delete stacks across multiple accounts and AWS Regions 
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